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POETIC WETLANDS

Objectives D
The student will:

1. give a general defintion of "wetlands."

2. describe two categories of wetlands.

3. develop a list of plants and animals according to their habitats, e.g.,
freshwater marshes, swamps, bottomland hardwood forests, or salt
marshes.

4. list and explain the various functions of the wetlands.

5. develop critical thinking skills through researching, recording, and
analyzing data.

6. increase environmental vocabulary pertaining to wetlands.

7. leam to brainstorm and cluster ideas.

8. enhance creativity by using selected poetic forms to write original
poems.

X
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COASTAL WETLANDS

Coastal wetlands are found along the Atlantic, Pacific, Alaskan, and Gulf
Coasts. (Transparency #2 may be used for instructional purposes). (In
Louisiana the coastal zone contains the 19 southern parishes of the state.)
Several types of wetlands which may appear in the inland classification might
also be considered in the coastal classification.

Coastal wetlands include: freshwater, intermed

marshes and mangrove swamps.

ate, brackish and salt

SELECTED PLANTS AND ANIMALS OF THE WETLANDS:

A BEGINNING LIST

FRESHWATER MARSHES

Freshwater marshes make up about 90% of all wetlands. These marshes
are composed of vegetation which need freshwater to maintain their existence.
Healthy freshwater marshes are lush and green with an amazing diversity of
vegetation and animals. The great variety of plants in the freshwater wetland
provide food for many animals. Animals may eat the seed pods, the vegetative
parts, or the underground roots and tubers of wetland plants. Wetland plants
also provide nesting material for many animals found in the wetlands.
(Transparency #3 may be used for instructional purposes).

Plants in Freshwater marshes

Freshwater plants may include cattails {Typhcfi, bulltongue, [Sagittaria),
maidencane (Panicurri), spikerush {Eleocharis), three-cornered grass (Scirpus),
and giant cutgrass {Zizaniopsis). All plants grow in close association with the
water's edge and may be inundated during most of the growing season.
Studies show up to 93 species of plants are found in Louisiana freshwater
marshes. These plants supply food and shelter for a variety of animals. The
more species of plants, the more potential for species of animals to inhabit an
area.
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oxygen; therefore, plants must have unique ways to get oxygen. That is why
the stem of oyster grass is hollow and acts as a straw (in reverse) to take oxygen
to roots and rhizomes in the soil.

Trees grow only in elevated areas of the marsh or in spoil banks which are
higher than the surrounding marsh surface. These areas are formed as spoil
banks when dredged material is piled on the sides of natural or man-made
waterways. This material stops the normal flow of water over the surface of the
adjacent marsh altering water flow. Coastal marshes also have meandering
tidal creeks which capture decaying organic matter and move this source of
food in and out of the marsh.

Animals in salt marshes

Wading and shore birds are abundant in the salt marsh. These may be
egrets, herons, black neck slits, clapper rails, ibis, gulls, and pelicans. All find
food and habitat in the marsh. Mammals such as nutria and muskrat use this

area as habitat. The wealth of biological productivity provided by plants
provides food for smaller animals such are fiddler crabs, blue crabs, shrimp,
periwinkles, ribbed mussels, oysters, and polychaete worms. Many species of
fish such as redfish, croaker, minnows, mullet, catfish, speckled trout, goby
and others find food in the waters of the salt marsh.

SWAMPS

Swamps are characterized by water tolerant trees, vines, herbs, and
ephiphytes. Production of plant material in the form of leaves and then leaf
litter is abundant.

Freshwater swamps are usually located further inland geographically than
freshwater marshes. Seasonal flooding supplies this area with an abundant
freshwater source.

whkMangrove swamps are areas bordering the coast which contain mangrove
trees. These specific trees are unique in that they hold soil together in coastal
areas and provide an underwater habitat for animals which cling to roots
under the water. There are several species of mangroves which include the red
mangrove, black mangrove and white mangrove. These trees are subject to
damage by cold and are therefore limited to tropical and temperate areas of the
coastal United States.
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BOTTOMLAND HARDWOOD FORESTS

Bottomland hardwood forests are large forest expanses which are home for
moisture-tolerant shrubs and trees. Areas of bottomland hardwoods which
may border rivers or inland wetlands act as holding basins for flood waters. For
much of the year they may remain dry, but they are ready to soak up excess
moisture during peak flooding times (Transparency #6 may be used for
instructional purposes).

Plants in the bottomland hardwood forested area

These riparian (associated with a river) areas have a diverse amount of
vegetation from low growing shrubs to towering trees. Primary growth forests
of swamp maple, tupelo gum, boxelder, cottonwood and black willow reach a
peak in their growing cycle and are replaced by a secondary growth stage of a
different species. All of this is in response to the light conditions on the forest
floor. Shrubs such as elderberry, blackberry, dewberry and red mulberry are
food for wildlife.

Animals In the bottomland hardwood forest

Animals which inhabit these areas are similar to many upland areas.
Raccoons, opossums, squirrels, swamp rabbit, nine-banded armadillo as well
as many species of woodland birds make this area their home.
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Freshwater marshes

(Salinity less than 0.5 ppt.)

Intermediate marshes

(Salinity 2-9 ppt.)

Brackish marshes

(Salinity 10-19 ppt.)

Salt marshes

(Salinity 20+ ppt.)

Mangrove swamps
(Salinity 20+ ppt.)
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SALT MARSHES

Plants:

oystergrass
wire grass
black rush

salt grass

Animals:

egret
herons

black neck slit

clapper rail
ibis

gull
pelican
nutria

muskrat

fiddler crab

blue crab

periwinkle
ribbed mussel

oyster
polychaete worm
redfish

croaker

goby
3
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BOTTOMLAND HARDWOOD
FORESTS

Plants:

swamp maple
tupelo gum
box elder

cottonwood

black willow

hackberrry
elderberry
blackberry
dewberry
red mulberry

Animals:

raccoon

opossum

squirrel
swamp rabbit
nine-banded armadillo

crows

red winged blackbird
warblers

orioles

brown thrasher

gD
Transparency #6 ——— UNO/LNSC
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INVESTIGATING THE WETLANDS

I

I

i Materials: J

^ Wetland Word List for Students (Handout #1)

& Types of Wetlands Data Record Sheet (Handout #2)

& "What's My Wetland Animal?" Data Record Sheet (Handout #3)

* "What's My Wetland Plant?" Data Record Sheet (Handout #4)

& "Descriptive Wetland Images" Activity Sheet (Handout #5)

& Student Bibliography (Handouts #6 & #6a)

& The Wetland Blues video. Obtain video from LNSC.

& Countdown on the Coast video. Obtain video from LNSC.

Getting Ready:

!a?     1. Duplicate handouts #'s 1 -6a.

«s-     2. Be sure school library has dictionaries, encyclopedias, or ecology
books. Secure books from the Student Bibliography as refer¬
ences.

!P 3. Select cooperative learning groups. Students should work in
groups of three or four. Job assignments may include: Recorder,
researcher and assistant(s) and reporter.

!a*     4. Make arrangements for your class to have library time.
•a*     5. Preview videos listed in materials.

17
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[Extensions:

1. If a computer is available, use this tool to organize the information. If
a computer is not available, use "What's My Wetland Plant?" and "What's
My Wetland Animal?" Data Record Sheets or index cards.

2. After the Data Record Sheets have been completed, have students draw
a picture or find a picture of the animal or plant

3. Students can create a class mural of wetland animals and plants.

4. Students can organize their own field trip to a local wetlands. Sources
of field trip information may be the National Park Service, the state
parks, local nature centers and conservation organizations.

Family/Community Participation:

1. The students' can display their mural of wetland animals and plants in
a shopping center, at a nature center, or in the local public library.

2. Ask the students to find the closest wetland that is in danger or is being
threatened. Sources of this information may be the newspaper or
conservation organizations. If possible, visit this area with family and
other students. Brainstorm solutions for the wetland problems.

3. Encourage students and their families to write letters to support the
protection of the wetland area which they visit.

19
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TYPES OF WETLANDS

Wetland Data Record Sheet Name:

(Group Activity)

1

Directions: Select a type of wetland from your Wetlands Word List. (Handout
#1) With your group, look through encyclopedias, dictionaries,
and books about wetlands to find information on your type of
wetland. Use your findings to fill in the Wetland Record below.

1. What is the name of your wetland?-------------------------------------------------

2. Give a brief definition of your wetland:

3. Where in the United States is your wetland located?.

4. What is the main function of your wetland? Choose a main function
from the list: --------------------------------------------------------------------------

a. food/shelter
b. water holder

c. protection from storms
d. provide nutrients to estuaries

5. What is the main value of your wetland? Choose a main value from the
list:_______________________________________

a. food provider
b. natural resources

c. recreation

d. home for endangered/threatened species

6. List a native animal found in your wetland:

7. List a native plant found in your wetland:

!a
I

o

1

__________ §
^= Handout #2 \T^r\j\^^.r
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i
WHAT'S MY WETLAND PLANT? 1

Plant Data Record Sheet

(Individual/Group Activity)

Name:

Directions: Look through encyclopedias and books to find information on
your plant of the wetlands. Use your findings to fill in the
Wetland Plant Data.

1. Name:

2. Classification:

3. Habitat:

4. Characteristics:

5. Grows in:

6. Food for:

7. Growth Habit:

8. Reproduction:

9. Value:

W  Draw a picture of your plant. Have a class discussion of the different
types of wetland plants.

!*"  This record will assist you in your 'poetic wetlands' assignments.

•a
SO

2
I
H

a
H
w
o

%| Handout #4 EEUNO/LNSC
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-35= Handout #6 = UNO/LNSC
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I

I

GLOSSARY

Bog: a waterlogged, spongy groundmass, primarily mosses
containing acidic vegetation which may develop into peat.

Bottomland an area which is inundated or saturated by surface or
hardwood forests:    ground water periodically during the growing season, and

where the woody plant species have the ability to survive
where the soils become anaerobic.

Coastal: areas bordering the coastline.

Consumer: an organism that is not capable of manufacturing its own
food in the process of photosynthesis and must feed on
other organisms.

Decomposer: fungi and bacteria that break down dead animal and
plant matter into smaller parts.

Detritus: decaying organic matter

Dredged: mechanically removing sediment from the bottom of a
waterway.

Estuary: an area where a river meets the sea forming a special
habitat for animal.

Fen: an alkaline bog.

Floatant: a special area formed in a lake or pond of layers of organic
materials accreting over a long period of time. This mass
becomes spongy and dense and supports additional
growth of wetland plants on its surface.

Flood: excess production of water due to rain or storm.

Freshwater: water having salt content less than 0.5 ppt.

Habitat: place normally occupied by a particular organism; kind of
place such as a lake or stream.

Inland: interior region of the United States.

Pocosins: evergreen shrub bogs found on the Atlantic Coastal Plain
from Virginia to Northern Florida.

27
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[Materials: I

Dictionaries

Thesauruses

Poetic Wetlands Activities (Handouts #7 - #13)
Bralnstorming (Transparency #8}
Brainstorming Ideas (Transparency #9)
Clustering a Brainstorm (Transparency #10)

Getting Ready:

US' Become acquainted with each of the poetic forms that you will teach.

!p Duplicate Handouts #7- #13 for students and prepare Transparencies
#8-#10.

** Prepare a pre-writing strategy that helps students formulate and
organize ideas for writing; e.g., brainstorming or clustering (Refer to
Transparencies #8 and #9).

"^ Prepare for each activity by writing your own original poem. Not only will
you have fun, but you will have a model to share with your students.

Process:

This process can be used with the introduction of all the poetic forms
included in this section.

1. Introduce each specific poetic form by discussing the "Definition" and
"Form" sections on the Poetic Wetlands activity worksheets.

2. Discuss the form and content of each "Sample" provided on the
worksheets.

3. Relate the writing activities to the Wetland studies. Use your handouts,
data and activity sheets from the first section to target possible topics.

4. Facilitate a pre-writing strategy such as "Brainstorming" (Transparen¬
cies #8 and #9) or "Clustering a Brainstorm" (Transparency #10).

31
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Modeling

a. Review the steps in the poetic form. Check for understanding by
asking questions about the process.

b. Create a poem using teacher/student interaction.

c. Use the ideas generated during the brainstorming and clustering
activity

d. Motivate your students! Share your original poem with them.
They'll love it!

L6. Assign a "Poetic Wetland" activity sheet to the class once a week. The
activities are designed to be flexible enough to accomodate scheduling
and preferences.

7. Monitor students' activity giving immediate feedback.

8. Schedule class time to share and enjoy students' original and unique
creations!

QExtensions:

1. Create an individual or class book on "Poetic Wetlands."

2. Implement reward programs, e.g., "Poet of the Week."

3. Coordinate Poetry contests. Send the best poems out for publication.

4. Allow students to research other forms of poetry. For example:
the ballad of the wetlands

an eulogy on the wetlands
wetland epitaph
wildlife limerick

free verse on wetlands thoughts

33
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Transparency #8
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EXAMPLE OF CLUSTERING:

A visual brainstorming technique for generating ideas.   Indi¬
vidual or Group Activity:  Open-ended

waterproof
brackish marshes

Mammal

whines
naked tail

claws damages crops & irrigation ditches canals

nurses young bayous beady eyes        toenails        rodent

freshwater marshes pelts likes young cypress trees

herbivorous _    —------------------ root of trees

plush fur

round tapered tail

sits on logs

live bearer

NUTRIA
small ears       \ /   swims

webbed feet

food for alligator farms

uses front paws like hands

cries ratlin* whiskers webbed feet

overpopulated

walks slow

rustling
intermediate marshes

large family group long orange teeth

alligators nocturnal tidal creeks

stands on hind legs sounds

uses same daily path

well camouflaged

Extension:   Have students place these words into different categories.
Cue Students: Example: Physical traits
Encourage students to come up with original groupings

37
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CLUSTERING A BRAINSTORM

3

I
i

Transparency #10 ———— TINO/TJJSC.
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Alphabet Poem (A-Z OR Z-A)

Definition: The alphabet poem (A-Z) is a poetic form that uses the letters
of the alphabet as points of departure for writing (nonrhyming)
poems.

Form: The following variation of the alphabet poem uses the letters
"a-z" or "z-a" as the first letters of a twenty-six word poem.
(Don't use any extra words).

!!"    Begin the first word of the poem with "A"; begin the
second word with "B";      begin the third word with
"C", etc... Continue through the alphabet
to "Z", ending with a 26 word poem.

or

Begin the first word of the poem with "Z"; begin the
second word with "Y"; begin the third word with "X",
etc... Continue moving backwards to "A".

Sample: Poetic Wetlands

Zealous youths
Xcitingly writing verse,
Hnderstanding £asks,
Self-confident,responding, questioning;
Poets oozing novel 'magination',
Learning key jargon,
interested, harmonious,
grasping forms, expressing,
Distinctively creative,
Being able!

Activity: l. Write an alphabet poem describing a wetland or a wet¬
land animal.

3

8
o

8

^^ Handout #8 I I UNO/LNSC
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CINQUAIN

Definition: The cinquain ("sing-cane") is a poetic form meaning "a grouping
of five." It is usually non-rhyming and has two variations.
Sometimes these variations are combined.

Form: The following variation has five lines, with a specified number
of words for each line.

«! Line 1 is the title of the poem; it has one word.
«" Line 2 describes the title; it has two words.
or Line 3 expresses action; it has three words.
!s* Line 4 expresses feeling; it has four words.
"s* Line 5 is a synonym for the title; it has one word.

Sample: Wetlands (One word is the title.)
Saltwater, freshwater (Two words describe the title.)
Hunting, fishing, boating (Three words express action.)
Please stop the coastal erosion (Four words express feelings.)

Threatened

Activity:        1 • Write a Cinquain about the wetlands (Use your wetland data
records).

2. Build a climax (A surprise in the last line).

V Handout #10

43
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4 \
HAIKU

Definition:      The Haiku ("hi coo") is a Japanese poetic form of three non-
rhyming lines involving nature.

Form: Haiku forms have variation:    however, they do share the
following basic features:

1. The Haiku consists of 3 short lines.

2. The first and third lines should be about the same length.
3. The second line should be a little bit longer (without

rhyme).
4. The content involves nature.

5. The words and expressions are very simple, omitting
similes, metaphors, and most adjectives.

6. The sentences are rarely complete.
7. The poem can have fewer than seventeen syllables, but it

should not exceed seventeen syllables.

The Seventeen-Syllables Variation:

*T The 1st line has five syllables
W The 2nd line has seven syllables.
"^ The 3rd line has five syllables.

Sample: Glid-ing in the sky (5 syllables)
E-grets scream-ing with free-dom     (7 syllables)
The beau-ty of it! (5 syllables)

Activity: \   Write a Haiku. Use a word listed below or select your
own.

Marsh Bayous Lakes

Cypress trees Cattails Swamp

Water lilies Pelicans Ponds

Streams Wetlands Raccoon

%=

s
I

s

Handout # 12 ————— == UNO/LNSC
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CONTRIBUTORS

Mary M. Banbury, Ph.D., has worked extensively in the field of special
education for the past twenty years. In addition to teaching classes in the
areas of gifted and mild/moderate handicapping conditions, she has edited a
book, published three monographs, six book chapters, and numerous ar¬
ticles. Her film 'The ACBs of Learning Disabilities" funded by the Foundation
for Children with Learning Disabilities" and the American Federation of
Teachers shows how to modify instructional methods, curriculum, materials,
and the environment to accommodate the special learner. Recently, Dr.
Banbury has coordinated a federal grant developing an alternative science
curriculum for children with exceptionalities. She is presently the principal
investigator for the state grant "Project CEED: Coastal Education for
Economic Development." Dr. Banbury has received awards for her commu¬
nity service and her teaching. She recently received the first Outstanding
Faculty Award from the College of Education, University of New Orleans. Dr.
Banbury is a Research Associate of the Louisiana Nature and Science Center.
Mary Lynne Dean recently retired from the Orleans Parish School System,
after 32 years of service, where she was an active member of the national and
state teacher organizations and affiliated with the Phi Kappa Phi and Kappa
Delta Pi Honor Societies. She received her bachelor's degree in education from
Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge, Louisiana and a Master of
Education in Special Education from the University of New Orleans in New
Orleans, Louisiana. Continuing on a post-masters program, Mrs. Dean
became certified as a Reading Specialists, an Assessment Teacher, an
Educational Consultant, and in Computer Literacy. Her varied educational
experiences have included developing and implementing an innovative Re¬
source Room program for learning disabled pupils and teaching computer
'tool' programs to inner-city, Middle School students. Mrs. Dean has remained
an active member of The Louisiana Association of Computer Using Educators
(LACUE) and she received her most recent award, the Grand Prize, for her
lesson plan entry on integrating computers into the classroom, at the 1991
Annual Conference in Baton Rouge. During her last six years of tenure, Mrs.
Dean served as an Instructional Advocate.

Sharon Flanagan received her Bachelor of Science degree in Zoology from
Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge, Louisiana and her Master of Arts
in Science Teaching from the University of New Orleans in New Orleans,
Louisiana. She is a staff naturalist at the Louisiana Nature and Science Center
where her activities center around hands-on wetland education. She is a
member of the National Association of Marine Educators and is the 1993
Conference Co-Chair. Currently she is the Project Coordinator for Project
Coastal Education for Economic Development (CEED).
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